NDA Education Committee Meeting
Minutes
30th May 2018 7pm 11 The Green North Burlingham
Present

Nikki Thomas, Betty Baines, Sue Morton, Simon Smith, Judy Farrimond,
Martin Farrimond, Aaron Hall, Katie Wright, Bridget Yates

I. Welcome
The ART course arranged for 16th June has received a positive response and is full.
Requests have been received to arrange another M1 in the Western Branch. Betty
Baines said there was no requirement for a course in the Southern Branch. There is also
to be an M2 course 20th October venue TBC. Nikki Thomas thanked everyone for
coming and proposed that Simon Smith Chair the meeting this was seconded by Martin
Farrimond there were no objections.
Nikki Thomas said apologies had been received from Paul Cubitt, Mike Hodgkinson,
Chris Harrison, Mark Hibbard and Tim Farnham.
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The NDA Training Day & Satisfaction Surveys
a)

Following the training day there had not been any satisfaction surveys, it
was felt that the organizer had been pressured into the role and had not
wanted to do it, they had not realized that satisfaction surveys had been
used in the past.

b)

The training day is the one thing the association organizes Simon Smith
asked if it’s what people want and is there a better way of offering more
training and has it had its day, is it usefu?. Katie Wright had received
feedback from David Webb that it is a massive job to organize you can’t
involve everyone and maybe smaller events would work better.

c)

Betty Baines said it is the only other event apart from the AGM that draws
the whole association together, there had previously been an 8-bell training
day run in place of the Association Striking Competition and there is a need
for people to progress to ringing on higher numbers. Judy Farrimond
remarked that if you are unable to attend on that day you miss the training
offered by the NDA for a whole year.

d)

Aaron Hall asked if the Association could be used to put people together
using the NDA as a point of contact. Sue Moreton had experience of mini
training days when she lived in Hertfordshire using branches to facilitate

courses best practice was to get people to sign up to courses as places were
limited and worked best when the courses where not overrun with students.
e)

Simon Smith explained when he learnt to ring at school the Dorset
Association had provided a team of 6 to 8 who came along to this practice
for a number of weeks to help the band progress to the next level. This led
to a discussion on cluster towers, Katie Wright pointed out that we currently
have an issue with communication which will hinder trying to get cluster
groups together. Betty Baines pointed out she had a contact with each tower
in the Southern Branch despite there being no formal communication list.
Judy Farrimond asked if this would work going forward.

f)

Simon Smith said we need to look at what training is needed, ask the
membership what training they want and in what format it is delivered

g)

Judy Farrimond asked if following the training day, the Association could
be used to organize quarter peals, there are plenty of keen likeminded
people out there and we should not be afraid to ask for help.
ACTION POINT, Simon Smith will put together a questionnaire which can
be emailed out to each tower and its members via the branch secretaries, it
will be put on the website and mentioned at the next round of branch
meetings.
ACTION POINT There is appetite for a training day in the Autumn use
early results from the surveys, suitable location to be the new Mancroft
Teaching Centre if possible. Take this forward to the next Education
Committee meeting.

3 ART Courses
The ART course arranged for 16th June has received a positive response and is
full. Requests have been received to arrange another M1 in the Western Branch.
Betty Baines said there was no requirement for a course in the Southern Branch.
There is also to be an M2 course 20th October venue TBC.ACTION POINT. All
new learners who took up ringing since August 2017 need to be loaded onto the
Ringing Remembers site. This needs to be publicized

4 Mentoring
Judy Farrimond explained how having taken up ringing three years ago they have
picked up hints and tips as they went along. She suggested it would be useful to
have mentors in place within cluster groups who could recommend suitable ringing

books, take new ringers to association events. Welcome packs were suggested along
with membership certificates. Find out what people’s goals are.
ACTION POINT Simon Smith to include this in the survey
5 Workshop for Conductors
It was felt that this could be incorporated into the survey
ACTION POINT, Simon Smith to include in survey
6 Education Budget for 2018/19
a) Discussion re ART course fees, it was felt going forward that it would be
appropriate to reimburse half the course fees for future ART courses and to
actively promote that the NDA heavily subsidies course fees
b) Richard Carter had provided costs for offering to promote ringing using the
Carter Campanile, this was considered to be hugely beneficial in promoting
ringing and agreed that the cost should be met by the NDA.
ACTION POINT Nikki Thomas to include on Agenda for standing committee
costs for the ART course £120 per course and Campanile Costs around £514
7 Should the Education Committee’s remit be widened to include recruitment?
The Carter Campanile is already being used to recruit and early days at the moment.
Further possibilities that were discussed where posters to promote ringing. Aaron
Hall spoke of how he uses social media to promote ringing and the importance of
selling the purpose of ringing to a wider audience. He spoke of “promoted pages” on
Facebook and using Twitter.
ACTION POINT Aaron to put together information on how to promote ringing
through Social Media and publicity via local radio and the press this could then be
used at the standing committee on 30th June.
General Discussion about rebranding, look at updating our logo for a more modern
image, this could be used on both Facebook & Twitter. This led to a discussion
about GPDR,
ACTION POINT Nikki Thomas to put this onto the agenda for standing committee
on 30th June suggesting a competition and then get someone professional to design
it. There is likely to be a talented graphic designer within the membership.

ACTION POINT. Try experimenting with social media, use open groups to promote
ringing and closed groups for general information in towers. Aaron Hall to set up an
NDA training page
8 Date of next meeting
Wednesday 22nd August 7pm

